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Mendros, Littlefield win
By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer

I
1

Stavros Mendros and Brent
Littlefield have unofficially won
student government's executive
offices in one of the largest and
closest elections in University of
Maine history.
Mendros/Littlefield defeated
second place finishers Ethan Strimling and Jenine Serviolo by 186
votes, 1162 to 976. CJ Cote and
Andy Favreau finished third with
319 votes.
"Apathy is dead," Mendros said
after the results were announced.
"The reason apathy is dead is because we have a responsive student
government."
Mendros attributed the large
turnout in part to the importance of
the issuescurrently facing students.
He said budget cuts were at the
top of his list.
"We are not going to sit back,"
hesaid."Now we have to really start
working."
Mendros said it was time for
students to join together to fight
budget cuts on campus.
Littlefield said he wanted to
thank the people who voted for their
ticket.
"We will do the best job possible," he said. "Our door is always
open,any problem that any student
has, they can come up anytime."
He said he was pleased with the
large turnout and he appreciated the
integrity of the other candidates
which helped keep the campaign
"on the level."
The 2473 students who turned
out to votesurpass last year's record
01 1632 when five tickets ran for
office
Barbra Homer and Harry
Nadeau, running unopposed, also
unoffically won their bid for the
presidency and vice-presidency of
Residents on Campus.

Applications being
taken for Allen village
By Marc Rancourt
Staff Writer

sistant director of East Campus,
said.
To be eligible,a student must
Applications are now being be living on campus and have
accepted for the new Doris lived on campus for at least two
Twitchell Allen Village for the semesters. The current (sp:ing
fall 1991 semester.
1991)semester does count.
Four units, each containing
Students who are more likely
five, six person suites and four, to be chosen are those who have
five person suites, will be up for lived on campus longer and who
grabs next semester. All suites have a good disciplinary record
are comprised of single and dou- in past dorm rooms.
ble rooms.
"We are certainly going to
"You can come as an individ- take out those people that have
ual and sign up for a single(room) regularly transgressed the rules,"
or come as two and sign up for a
See VILLAGE on page 10
double (room)," Greg Stone, as-

Prof describes impact of
Iraq's chemical arsenal
By John Dillenbeck
Staff Writer

Michael Reinsborugh juggles at the corner of Rangeley and Belgrade Roads to drum up support for Ethan Strimling and Jenine
Serviolo.(Photo by John Baer.)

Asa ground war in the Persian
Gulfloomsnear,the fe.arofSaddam
Hussein unleashing his arsenal of
deadly chemical weapons on
American soldiers grows.
But is the threat of chemical
warfare really as horrible as it has
been made out to be?
According to Professor of
chemistry, Raymond C. Fort Jr.,
chemical weapons are no more
dangerous than the more traditional
weapons of war.
"They are not any more deadly

down," he said. "It is important to
thank them. We started the campaign to be about students."
Stringing said he thought their
campaign,and vote total,wouldsend
a message to the university.
"Forty percent of the students
accept what we spoke about," he
said.
"It is important to realize that40

percent of the students also have
those ideas."
"We think our campaign epitomized why so many people turned
out. We took it to the streets."
Stritnling said.
"That's a very positive thing."
Cote and Favreau could not be
reached for comment before presstime.

Mendrosand Littlefield won four
of the five on-campus voting areas,
Hilltop,Stewart,Wells,and Stodder
Commons while Stimling and
Serviolo won the off-campus vote
and York Cotnmons
Stringing said he felt most sorry
for the 50-100 volunteers that had
worked on their campaign.
"I feel like they have been let

SBS faculty discusses budget cut options
said.
By Friday, the college will be
required to submit a plan as to
Instead of selling the universi- where its share of the proposed
ty to some Japanese investors, as $2.5 million Orono campus cut
one faculty member suggested, will come from to Vice President
Dean Julia Watkins has decided to for Academic Affairs John Hitt.
A proposed plan for reductions
try a different approach to solving
in case of a $5 million shortfall is
UMaine's financial worries
The faculty meeting of the due the following Friday.
Watkinsexplained the college's
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences began with humor and share of the cuts would be about
$114,000, or 2 percent. This respeculation Monday afternoon
All the faculty members present duction comes after a recent
had their own opinions on how the $39,000 cut.
"We were able to meet those
budget problemsshould be solved.
everything
is
cuts
in part because of unanticipoint
"At this
fluid. We're dealing with target pated faculty vacancies due to
amounts but that's it," Watkins operation Desert Storm and a vaBy Can Clay
Staff Writer

Vol. 108 No.9

riety ofoilier causes," Watkinssaid. said
Several faculty members'
Watkins said she will be consuiting with department chairs agreed UMaiine should return to
concerning the reappointments of the old system,with fewer colleges
first and second year renewals and deans. Some members were
confident the measure would be
through next Tuesday.
"We're trying to avoid a uni- supported unless many people have
lateral hiring freezeso,the positions changed their minds in the last
in the college that have been vacant couple of years. Watkins reasthe longest will be filled first," serted the priorities established by
the administration place instruction
Watkins said.
Watkins asked for some sug- first, research a close second and
gestions from the faculty and was then service.
"I think if instruction and regreeted with a variety Of suggessearch are of primary interest then
tions
"Let's try eliminating some inter-collegiate athleticsshould go
colleges and deans. I'm sure we first: 1 don't like it but we need to
can save some money there," John
Coupe, professor of economics,
See FACULTY on page 12

than say,a machine gun or an artillery shell," Fort said. "If I had my
choice of a way to die in a war,I'd
much rather go down from a nerve
gas than be blown up by a land
mine."
Fort, who heads the chemistry
department and has studied chemical warfare extensively,believes the
impact of these weapons in a battle
will be minimal because the U.S. is
well prepared for the use of chemical weapons. He cautions that this
does not mean their)
effects will be
negligible.
See CHEMICAL on page 7
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Navy serves notice with USS Missouri's guns
By John King
Associated Press Writer
DHAHRAN,Saudi Arabia(AP)— Two
weeks into the war with Iraq, even the Navy
brass was beginning to concede center stage
to the Air Force.
"This is really and truly an Air Force effort
... and we're participating and we're trying to
add to it as best we can," said Rear Adm.
Dot glas J. Katz.
But on Sunday, the venerable USS Missouri snuck up close to the Kuwaiti coastline
and lobbed seven 2,000-pound shellsfrom its
16-inch guns at an Iraqicommand and control
center near the Saudi border.
The 47-year-old battleship's thunderous

performance served notice that the Navy,too,
is a major player in Operation Desert Storm.
"We have done our job of clearing the
coastline and now we are going to move in
close," said Cmdr. Mark Lawrence, intelligence officer aboard the nuclear-powered
carrier USS Roosevelt.
Not that the Navy hasn't been active already.
With a permanent presence in the Persian
Gulf region, the Navy was called on early to
enforce the embargo against trade with Iraq
ordered by the United Nations after Saddam
Flu,sein's Aug. 2 conquest of Kuwait.
In war,the Navy ischarged with patrolling
the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea and lending
the warplanes alx)ard its six carriers in the

region to the relentless air assault on Iraq and
Sunk 41 Iraqiships,including 23combatits occupation forces in Kuwait.
ant vessels.
Ne
three ar
weeks into the
ly
war,the Navy,
,
Damaged 42 Iraqi ships, 34 of them
with more than 100 ships in the region, has: combatants.
Flown /2 percent of Operation Desert
"From what we can tell, Their navy has
Storm's more than 44,000 bombing and air given up,"said Lawrence."We have accommissions. That figure does not include thou- plished the bottling up of the navy."
sands of additional sorties to provide routine
Now the Navy is targeting Iraqi missile
aircombat protectionforcarrier battle groups. and artillery batteries along the Kuwaiti coast,
Launched scores of Tomahawk cruise perhaps to clearthe way for a Marine amphibmissiles,from both ships and submarines, at ious landing.
targets in Iraq.
With the 50,000-ton Missouri and sister
Participated in the capture of the first ship Wisconsin,the Navy has the potential to
chunk ofKuwait,the tiny island of(jamb,and deliver devastating blows to Iraq's heavily
in the capture of 23 Iraqi prisoners during fortified positions in Kuwait. Navy jets alassaults on 11 Kuwaiti offshore oil platforms ready are making coastal artillery and Silkbeing used by Iraqi troops.
worm missile sites priority targets.

House reconvenes in search for magic votes
AUGUSTA(AP)— House Speaker John
L. Martin's power of persuasion and the
outcome of two special elections could make
the difference in Democrat's efforts to pass
their budget-balancing bill. But even if Democrats win a two-thirds vote on the budget
tally,it's unlikely the majority party's Tending
package will be signed by Republican Gov.
John R. McKernan.
"An exercise in futility," said Willis Lyford,spokesman for McKernan,in reference
to Democratic efforts to bring Republicans
into their camp.
The full House reconvened late Tuesday
afternoon in Augusta to consider the budget
bill again. On Saturday, Democrats failed to
muster the 101 votes that would ultimately be
needed for enactment.
"This is a watershed issue (that) sets the

mood for the rest of the session," said House
Minority leader Walter Whitcomb,R-Waldo.
In the Senate, which also reconvened at4
p.m., Democrats are two votes shy of a twothirds majority,but Republican leaders claim
Martin's badgering of GOP lawmakers during the budget negotiations has solidified the
caucus behind McKeman.
At issue are competing Democratic and
Republican plansfor bridging a budget gap of
$160 million through June.
The key difference is that the Democratic
plan would restore much more of the cuts
originally proposed by McKernan,using most
of an estimated $44 million that would be
freed up by tinkering with the timing ofschoolsubsidy payments.
On Saturday, a freshman Republican
crossed party lines to join the Democratic

majority in the 94-47 preliminary vote in
favor of its budget. Five other Republicans
voted against both budget plans.
Three Democratic lawmakers were absent Saturday. Their return,coupled with the
outcome of two special elections Tuesday to
fill vacant House seats,could push the Democrats closer to the magic number.
In Winslow, Republican Mary Morrison
and Democrat Mark Vigue ran for the seat
held by the late Rep. Donald Carter, the
veteran chairman of the Appropriations
Committee who died in a car accident in
December.
Ina hotly contested race in Augusta,voters
decided between Democrat Daniel Hickey,
who has served seven terms,and Republican
attorney Sumner Lipman. Lipman was declared the winner in the November election,

but a new election was called because of
voting irregularities.
Winslow Town Clerk Rosanne B4utin
said Tuesday's turnout was similar to th4t for
a regular legislative election and that she
expected voter traffic to pick up yest
y
afternoon as people headed home from 4rk.
"So far,so good,'she said.
The polls were scheduled toclose at8 p.m.
At the State House yesterday morning,
plans for the Appropriations Conunitte to
meet were put on hold as key commIttee
members planned to meet privately in hopes
of working out a compromise that could be
reached "if we can get it done before Martin
gets back."
Both Martin and McKeman were schedtiled to return Tuesday from meetings in
Washington.

News Briefs
Free speech disputed
BERKELEY,Calif.(AP) — A dispute
over free speech at the U nvelsity of California at Berkeley led to the lifting of a
temporary ban on war-related palters in
public areas of campus housing.
Last week,concern over potential trouble between supporters and opponents of
the Gulf War prompted Norman Hall dormitory coordinator Gary Kelly to ban the
posting of war-related sentiments in common areas

Iraq will 'hit-and-run'
BAGHDAD,Iraq(AP)— Iraq's strategy in a ground war with U.S.-led forces
will consist of "hit-and-run tactics" historically used by Muslim commanders
when Arabs conquered neighboring nations,an official newspaper said Monday.
The daily Al-Thawra, mouthpiece of
the ruling Arab Bath Socialist Party,said in
a front-page article that Iraq will use its
armor and mechanized units and special
commando forces in "coming battles."

Hall of Fame bans Rose
NEW YORK(AP)— Pete Rose,kicked
out of baseball because of his gambling,
Monday was banned from the Hall ofFame
when a ruh wasadopted to exclude players
on the permanently ineligible list.
Rose, the all-time hits leader, is the
only living person on the ineligible list.
The Hall's board of directors voted 120 to accept the proposal presented last
month by special committee.

Courts will test cameras

USSR downs independence

PORTLAND,Maine(AP) — A sharply
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail S.
divided Maine Supreme Court Monday Gorbachev issued a presidential decree toagreed to a limited test ofthe use ofcameras, day invalidating Lithuanian's poll on indemicrophones and other electronic equip- pendence set for Saturday, the state news
ment in a handful of the state's trial courts. agency lass said
But the high court said guidelines must
The decree set up another confrontation
restrict coverage of some cases, perhaps between the Kremlin and the secessionist
including sex crimes and other crimes of Baltic republic, which scheduled the nonviolence against a living witness.
binding vote at the urging of Western governments to demonstrate popular support
for its independence drive.
Iran-Contra book written
NEW YORK (AP) — A former IranContra prosecutor says in a book that Costa Bush to overhaul system
Rican officials were bribed by the CIA so an
WASHINGTON(AP) — The Bush adairstrip could be built for use in supplying ministration today proposed a sweeping
Nicaraguan rebels, a newspaper reported overhaul of the nation's financial system
today
aimed at stemming a mounting tide of bank
The fanner prosecutor,Jeffrey R.Toobin, and savings institution failures.
makes the accusation in his book,"Opening
If adopted by Congress, the package
Arguments,"to be published March 16,The would propelfundamental changes in finanNew York Times reported.
cial services industries touching nearly every American who borrowsorsaves.It would
be the roost comprehensive financial system
Groundhog's record 7-13
restructuri
ng in more than 50 years.
ATHENS, W.Va. (AP) — Concord
Charlie isn't the only one afraid of his own
shadow.Theshaky winter forecasts by West Suicide device banned
Virginia's leading groundhog have plenty
PONTIAC,Mich.(At)— A circuitjudge
of others running for cover.
today banned a doctor who invented a suiIn the past 13 years, Charlie has been cide device from using the machine,saying
wrong about winter's end seven times, and Jack Kevorkian was more interested in
the National Weather Service won't be sur- seeking publicity than in helping the termiprised if the wavering woodchuck does it nally ill.
again this year.
"His goal isself-service rather than patient
"People around here say you can flip a service," Judge Alice Gilbert said-this morncoin and get better odds than that," said ing in barring Kevorkian from using his deConcord College spokesman Tom Bone.
vice or from helping people commit suicide.

140

Crash leaves 7 dead
OSCEOLA, Wis.(AP) — A midday
crash oftwo small planes left seven people
dead, including five members of a skydiving club,in an accident apparently unseen by any witnesses.
The Cessna 182 had five sky divers on
board when it collided early afternoon with
a Piper airplane in which two people were
flying. No one survived, officials said.

Soldiers leave sperm
NEW YORK (AP) — Some soldiers
bound for the Persian Gulf are leaving
frozen sperm samples behind and others
are calling to inquire about the practice.
The sperm bank reporting by far the
most calss was the Fertility Center of California in San Diego, which has received
200-300 calls since last fall, says its director, Sharon Coe.
Coe said perhaps 100 of the callers
have come in to have their sperm frozen at
a cost of $300 to $400

Landmark may be sold
WINDHAM(AP)— A dispute over a
tax exemption could lead to a sale of
Windham's most important historic landmark.
The Society for the Preservation of
New England Antiquities will decide
within a few weeks whether to seek a new
owner for the Parson Smith House,an 18th
century museum along the River Road,
said Brian Pfeiffer, the society's director
of stewardship.
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National Student Exchange offers challenges
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Recent internaticnal conflicts and a lagging economy have not affected University of
Mainestudentsstud)ing abroad,norstudents'
plans to study abroad next year, Mary Jo
Sanger,Study Abroad Coordinator,said.
Ofthe 53 UMaine students studying in 14
countries, only two students have been affected. One has decided not to return and
another's parents objected to the student
studying in Greece.
"I think the student who returned would
have come back anyway," Sanger said."The
international situation only exacerbated
things."
At the beginning of the semester, when
war looked eminent,the Study Abroad Office
called students who had not left to see if they
had reservations or questions about their trip
and to let them know they had been registered
with the American embassy in their host
country.

David Desmond(R)and Tom Stevens talk about Study Abroad opportunities.
(Photo by Matt Sirianni.

Exchange students enjoying UMaine
By Paul Fick
Staff Writer
Students looking for an opportunity to
expand their educational horizons beyond
the University of Maine will have the chance
to do so as the application deadline for the
National Student Exchange approaches.
NSE is a program that allows undergraduate students to study for up to one year
at one of 99 colleges and universities in the
United States and its territories. It offers
students a change of pace from their own
campus and an opportunity to study at a
school that might be particularly strong in
their major.

The deadline for applications is March 1,
but Mary Jo Sanger, UMaine's NSE coordinator, said she would like applications
returned by February 15, if possible
"We would like to get the applications
back early so we can work with the host
universities to help students find housing,"
Sanger said.
Sangersaid NSE is"good advertisement"
for U Maine
"Visitors have been very enthusiastic
about coming here to study,"she said. "We
have two or three studentsfrom otherschools
who intend to transfer permanently."
Audrey Hann, a student from the UniSee EXCHANGE on page II

"We contacted the students and their
parentsjust to let them know that the University of Maine was doing everything it could to
ensure the safety and welfare ofthe students,"
she said.
"1 did talk to several parents and they all
seemed very comfortable with what the students were doing. They were very pleased
that the university took the initiative to provide a general contact with the students and
the families."
Although the parents were comfortable
with the students'decisionsto go abroad,they
did exhibit some anxiety, Sanger said.
"Nobody knew what was going to happen, nobody still knows,and they expressed
the normal apprehension that all of us ex-

pressed when you don't know where you're
going," she said. "They were of course curious and very concerned."
In mid-January,the Study Abroad Office
sent letters to the students advising them of
their options and listing precautions they
should take for their safety; don't do any
unnecessary travel, keep a low profile, don't
identify yourself as an American and - most
importantly - don't make yourself a target.
"1 think our students are very cautious
nationally and internationally," Sanger said.
"Even in the best of times,I would still send
a letter - there's always an element of risk."
Ifthe situation became very dangerousfor
UMainestudentsabroad,the office is prepared.
"We would be in very close contact with
the State Department, the individual's prograrn coordinators, and we would certainly
pay 24 hour attention tawhat'sgoing on,"she
said.
"In the worst rase scenario where our
students felt truly threatened, they would be
encouraged to blend in with the general
population, perhaps with a home stay."
Despite a recessing economy and the war
in the Gulf,students planning to study away
nextsemester haven't been deterred,shesaid.
According to Sanger,a recent Study Away
Fair "went very well" with 20-30 programs
represented and with high attendance.
Sanger encourages students to keep planning despite the recent problems,and realize
there are manyftnancial aid options available
for study abroad.
"Ifstudentsaren'teligible forfinancial aid
at this university and if the program's costs
exceed the costs of going here, they may be
eligible," she said. "We just advise them to
keep on planning, bearing in mind that anything can change for better or for worse,"
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Investigators probe LA plane crash deaths
By Lee Siegel
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP' — Federal investigators are trying to learn why more than half
the people killed in a runway crash of two
planes survived the accident but couldn't
escape the flaming wreckage
Eighteen of 34 people killed in Friday's
crash between USAir jetliner with a smaller
commuter plane at Los Angeles International
Airportsurvived the impact and died trying to
flee the burning it-diner, Jim Burnett of the

National Transportation Safetly Board said
Monday.
"I can't think of a comparable situation
where we had this many people up and out of
their seats who didn't make it,' he said.
Officials said all 12 people aboard Skywest Flight 5569 were killed when the smaller
plane was crushed under the USAir jet, a
Boeing 737
Twenty-two passengers aboard the USAir
plane were killed,including Richard D.Ronk,
33,of Mansfield,Ohio, who died Monday at
a hospital

Nine people remained hospitalized, two
in critical condition.
NTSB officials said investigators were
also probing why pilots of both planes were
told to use the same runway. Also under
investgation were tower visibility,air traffic
control staffing levels and volume of airport
traffic at the time of the crash.
In a separate probe of a USAir commuter
plane crash last Wednesday in West Virginia,
an airport official said Federal Aviation Administration officials had weighed the luggage aboard the damaged plane.

USAir Flight 4743, en route to Raleigh
County Memorial Airport in Beckley,W.Va.,
from Charlotte, NC,, crash-landed at the
Beckley airport, injuring 17 of the 19 people
aboard.
Dexter Hatcher, one of four Beckley
firefighters on the plane,said airline officials
had asked some boarding passengers to leave
heavy luggage behind,but relented when two
people threatened to cancel their flight.
FAA officials weighed the plane'sluggage
afterthe crash They didn't know ifthe weight
exceeded the maximum allowed.

Europe ready to ease sanctions on South Africa
By Raf Casert
Associated Press Writer

The 12 foreign ministers of the member
nations, still sraarting from their diplomatic
failures in the Persian Gulf, will also study
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — Foreign progress towarti a common foreign and deministers of the European Community met fense policy to niprove their effectiveness in
Monday to debate measures that could lead to international relations.
easingsanctionson South Africa and punishing.
Irish Forelgii Minister Gerald Collinssaid
the Soviet Union for its Baltic crackdown.
the Persian Gulf conflict "hasn't made it any

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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easier for us, but we are all still determined to
move down that line."
Speaking on South Africa, Danish Foreign Minister Uffe Ellemann-Jensen said that
if the "new and very positive developments"
continue, "it will only be a matter of a very
short time until sanctions will be lifted."
On Friday, President F.W. de Klerk of
South Africa promised to repeal the last major
laws enforcing apartheid, that country's system of racial separation.
Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd of Britain was ecpected to push other EC nations to
end theeconomicsanctionsthe groupimposed
in 1986. No final decision was expected
Monday.
The 12-nation trading bloc bans imports
of iron, steel and gold coins from South Af-

rica.
At a December summit in Rome,the EC
nations lifted a ban on new investment in
South Africa to reward de Klerk's earlier
reforms.
The ministers will also decide whether-to
cool relations with the Soviet Union to protest
its repression ofthe independence drive in the
three Baltic republics.
The EC members were poised to put on
hold a technical assistance program of $540
million, officials said.
However,Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
GenscherofGermanysaid Sunday that despite
the current Soviet turmoil,the "basis of longterm and increasingly close cooperation with
the Soviet Union must not be abandoned,
much less destroyed."

SKI MOO SEHEAD
At Big Squaw Mountain
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If ANY
student club
or organization is
interested in
participating in
a real fundraiser,
contact the student
government office
for details
concerning
the minibucks
lottery.

581-1775
$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$

"College Day"
Tuesdays $10.00 Lift Ticket w/college ID
"Five Dollar Fridays"
$5.00 Lift Ticket AM or PM
9:00am - 12:30pm or 12:30pm - 4:00pm
Season Pass with college ID only $175

Call for special college overnight packages
Bar -Lounge -Restaurant -Hotel Ski Shop -Ski School
MOOSE HEAD Resort & Ski Area
1-800-244-6743 P.O. Box D,Greenville, ME 04441
"Nothing great was ever achieved
without enthusiasm."
Ralph Waldo Emerson
The Office of New Student Programs is seeking
energetic, enthusiastic, and dedicated individuals
to apply for 15 STUDENT ORIENTATION
LEADER positions for the 1991 Ne* Student
Orientation Program.
Summer Orientation: June 10 -July 2, 1991 (includes training)
Fall Orientation: August 29 -Septemlr 2, 1991
SALARY: Summer Program Only
Both Programs

$750.00
$),000.()0

Applications and additional information are available in the New Student
Programs Office, 217 Chadbourne Hall,:581-1826.
The deadline for applications is February 20, 1991 at 4:00p.in.
elemigth aft
mins ON., I
less 11,1011.4
fl 111110113111111,11,tS
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Sex matters by Dr. Sandy Caron
Q: After being in a relationship for
some time, how can one keep the excitement if a relationship? Won't it get stale
after awhile? Female,Senior
A:This isa typical question from couples
who have been together for years. Anything
that is routine, which happens over and over
again in thesame exact way,become boring
or stale.
Even sex.
For many couples, sex becomes a routine that is performed at the end of the day,
when you're both exhausted, just before
falling asleep. How can you spice up the
relationship? It's important to make things
different: changing your positions, places,

they can often be resolved if we share the rampant inOrono on any given Friday night
problem and find information that will allow after happy hour: both partners may be so
us to put the problem in perspective and numbed by the alcohol that she may not be
able to reach orgasm and he may not be able
resolve it.
to get or keep his erection.
may
suggestion
specific
a
Sometimes
The psychological causesofsex problems
help. More serious sexual problems may
might include bad sex experiences,negative
require professional help.
Common sex problems: Three common messages about sex while growing up,misQ:Are the majority ofsexual dysfuncpressures and
tions,or the inability to perform sexually, sexual problems of men are erection diffi- information, performance
and tenconflicts
and
interpersonal
fears,
up),
it
keeping
and
up
it
(getting
culties
due to physical or mental problems? Male,
sions.
too
(coming
ure
ejaculation
early/premat
Junior
Therefore, what causes a sex problem
quickly),and retarded ejaculatiai (inability
on the person and the problem. For
depends
A: Let me start by saying that everyone to ejaculate during intercourse).
while erection problems can be
example,
problems
sex
common
three
women
For
who becomes sexually intimate with anothor psychological, early/prephysical
either
inintercourse),
(painful
dyspareunia
are
some
er person sooner or later experiences
is almost never physical.
ejaculation
mature
orgasm),
reach
can't
(she
orgasm
hibited
Most
difficulty.
or
kind of sexual problem
is often due to a physical
intercourse
Painful
are not usually serious or deep rooted, so and vaginismus(vaginal spasms).
infection or lack of
pelvic
as
such
problem,
rethe
be
may
difficulties
These sexual
sult of physical and/or psychological factors. vaginal lubrication, while the inability to
orgasm is almost always psychological, as
It really depends on the problem.
Some examples of Physical causes of is vaginismus(vaginal spasms).
drinking more in the past few months
Sandra L. Caron is Assistant Professor
sexual difficulties include the side effects of
"This is because of the many problems
Relations in the School ofHuman
Family
of
hormone
nutrition,
poor
certain medications,
they are facing right now, with the Persian
imbalances, obesity, spinal cord injuries, Development. She teaches CHF 351: HuGulf crisis, the recession, seniors worried
genital infections, arthritis, and of course man Sexuality. Questions for Dr. Caron
about the job market, financial problems,
alcohol and drug use. In terms of alcohol should he sent directly to The Maine Camand cabin fever," Lajoie said.
use, one can assume sexual difficulties run pus, Lord Hall.
"Problemsfrequently converge with the
result that people seek escape or release.
Unfortunately one way is through alcohol,"
said Dr. Robert Dana, Substance Abuse
Services coordinator.
"Anytime there are phenomenal social
stresses alcohol use rises in the community," Dana said.
Lajoie said the owners and managers of
the bars were very cooperative about the
project.
"When Brian came to us for consultaNot in coLgunction w/ anz other!pedal offer
tion on the project we thought it was a
J
alcohol
creative solution to the increase in
consumption," Dana said.
Dana said the brochures were nonthreatening and gave an appropriate message to
FINANCIAL AID DEADLINES
drink in moderation
1991-92
"We felt even if a tiny number of people
was
it
that
message
the
saw Bananas and
APPLICATION FORMS
well worth any of our efforts," Dana said.

and times; adding little surprises; doing
things that used to turn you on which now
have fallen to the side. It's important to find
ways to vary your experiences - this means
communicating and negotiating with your
partner.

Bananas urges safe drinking
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
Friday night Bananas, the University of
Maine mascot,took a tour ofthe night life in
Orono and distributed flyers promoting
responsible drinking.
The project wassponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega, the national service fraternity and
the Substance Abuse Services Center.
Bananas beganatYianni's restaurant at
9 p.m., then visited other favorite spots of
UMaine students. He distributed flyers to
students and local people at Pat's, Margarita's, El Cheapos, and ended at Geddy's
around 11 p.m.
"People were really receptive to Bananas and didn't seem to mind being reminded
to drink responsibly," said Brian Lajoie, a
member of APO who originated the projett.
Lajoie said he thought it was a good idea
to have Bananas remind students to drink
responsibly.
"The message we are trying to send to
students is to drink in moderation," Lajoie
said.
Lajoie said he thinks students have been

Hair Hut

47 Main Rd.
Milford
M-F 8-8 Sat 8-4
10 tanning sessiuns $20

L
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itialentlar Smileti!
Afaire the Fore Room your first Choice for
Fine Dining!
Thursday, Frames*,14th, 1991
Roast Beef au jus
Seafood Newburg
Chicken Breast with Supreme Sauce
Greenbean Almondine Carrots Wild Rice
Fresh Fruit Cup Tossed Salad
Each dinner includes a glass of wine with
proper ID
and a special Sweetheart Dessert!!

..111.-

1990
FEDERAL
TAX RET'JRNf

I
STAFFORD
LOAN
...ill.(GSt)
(Optional)
J

SEND TO
College Scholarship
SItrVire, Princeton,
N1 06541

MAIL BY
..
.....
February IS, 1991

Applications available at
SEND TO
Office of Student Aid
Office of Student Aid
.......
.......,Wingate Hall
Wingate Hall
University of Manse
University of Maine
04469
ME
Orono,
Orono, ME 04469

MARCH 1, 1991
'Off-Tline*
Due Date

APRIL 1, 1991
ft
'On-Time'
Due Date

*Dependent students
must submit a SIGNED
SEND TO
APRIL 15, 1991
copy of then parents'
Office of Student Aid
10 "Ors-Time
lm1 '
.
tmtastaa 990 tax return
Wingate mail
Due Date
returns
tax
•Student
University of Manse
MAY be required Be
Orono, MI 04469
certain to keep a file copy.

JULY 1, 1991
Applications available at
SEND TO:
.....Recommencled
Office of Student Aid .....banks, credit unions,
Due Date
institutions.
savings
and
Hall
Wingate
The FM IS required to
University of Maine
determine eligibihty.
Orono, ME 04469

$8.95 per person!
The Sweetheart ltssert is. A Flowerpot Dessert11
Pound cake with coke ice cream, whip cream, rattan cracler and a real
carnation in the middle of the pot!!
Reservation Times are at 5:00. 6.00. and 7:001

Make your reservations early!! This is one event
you won't want to miss!!
All reservations are entered in a drawing to win a
Very Special Heart Cake!!
he received by Tuesday, February 12th at the
must
coupons
Reservation
office (in the Bear's Den)!!
Operations
Retail
Union
Memorial
Clip me out!
Namt,
Reservation Time.
Alternate Reservation Time.
Number of Reservations.
Number of Flpwerpot desserts.
Phone Numder:

iiiWillgnellk:01103C2Are

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT AID
2ND FLOOR. WINGATE HALL. STOP BY TODAY!

*.
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'Figaro' receives standing ovation at MCA
By Susan Maxsimic
Staff Writer

Cherubino portrayed by Tammy HensrudKerain. Her spunk added to the comical facet
of the opera.
Love, deceit, comedy and the beautiful
"Supertitles," the brief interpretations
sounds of Mozart were the right ingredients
projected upon a screen during production,
bra wonderful night atthe opera at the Maine
seem to be a necessary evil ofthe modem-day
Center for the Arts.
opera.
Monday evening's performance by the
"It was a very humorous and enjoyable
New.York City Opera National Company
first-time experience at the opera,"said Laura
was filled with astonishing twists of plot and
Baker, a student at the University of Maine.
lighthearted comedy.
"The interpretations were helpful, but the
Together the philandering Count Alma vi- Italia
n language is much too elegant and is
va, the conniving duo of Dr. Etartolo and
easily effected by the crassness of English,"
Marcellina, and Icabod-Crane-look-a-like
she said. It was apparent that the audience
Basilio, plot against Susanna and Figaro.
benefited from the "supertitles" as they reMeanwhile,heartbroken Countess Alrna- spond
ed to the humor of the Italian lyrics.
viva and the inseparable Susanna and Figaro
The National Company's Orchestra filled
collectively devise a plan, with the assistance
Hutchins Concert Hall with the unmistakable
of Cherubino, to make for a happy ending.
sounds of Mozart."Mozart's personality was
The leading role of Figaro, usually porexonified," said Pat Collins, an audience
trayed by Matthew Lau, was played by Kenmember from Caribou.
neth NichoLs.
The elaborate staging created an aura of
"This is nothing unusual for major roles to 18th
century Spain, from the faux-marble
be portrayed by a number of performers. This
surroundings to candle-lit rooms and decoracame as no surprise to us. The performance
tive paintings of the era.
was marvelous," said Joel Katz, executive
Audience members responded to
director of MCA.
Monday evening's performance with a standSurprising to some was the male role of ing
ovation.

South African play at UMaine
"Sizwe Bansi is Dead," a play written by vive
as a Black in South Africa.
South African playwright Athol Fugard will
The leading character hasto take on a dead
be performed at the Pavillion Theater on
man's identity in order to survive.'Me play
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 8-9.
dramatically portrays what it takes to attain
"Sizwe Bansi is Dead" is a play full of some
level of independent existence for a
dramatic tension and power. Fugard portrays Black
in South Africa.
some of the incredible suffering, cunning,
Although the play takes place in South
humor,strength, and courage it takes to surAfrica,theoppression and suffering,attempts

^

'The Marriage ofFigaro'brings MCA aucience
to hide and change one's identity, and the
strugglesfor survival,are not irrelevant to the
effects of racism and poverty on many African-Americans,Native Americans,and other
people of color within the United States.

to itsfeet at MCA.(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Athol Fugard is one of the leading contemporary playwrights. What is most remarkable about his background is that he wasa part
of the apartheid system of racism in South
Africa,saw its evils firsthand, and got out.

Old Town House of
Pizza
Committed to serving the UMaine campus
with
excellent values.
Now offering FREE DELIVERY to cam
pus
7 days a week
8 p.m. til closing.
regular delivery hours from 11:00 a.m. til clos
ing

i$

I—
1
1

L
I—
I
i

*Now serving beer & wine*

310MA NV

827-6144

RUSH SCHEDIJLE

fast, prompt, SAFE delivery

Wed Feb. 6 Stir-fry dinner
w/the brothers -5pm

Use this coupon for:
$1.00 off any pizza
Old Town House of Pizza
Use this coupon for:
5044 off any dinner
Old Town House of Pizza

1

I
—1
I
I

Thurs. Feb 7 Spaghetti Dinner w/soro
rity -5pm
Followed by broomball w/sorority
Meet at SigNu -House at 11:30pm
/
Located Behind Dunn Hall
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Prof describes impact o Iraq's chemical weapon
"Sure these things will cause casualties,
it's unavoidable, just as it's unavoidable if
you lob an artillery shell into the middle ofan
encampment," Fort said. "But I don't think
the casualties will be so many or so severe as
to have any real impact on the conduct of
battle."
. The Iraqis are generally believed to possess at least a sample of all types of gasses,
ranging all the way from the older corrosive
gasses used in World War!such as mustard,
chlorine, and phosgene, to the newer, more
effective breeds of nerve gasses.
"Most deadly is the nerve agent," Fort
said,"But even with these there are antidotes
available that if injected shortly after exposure will minimize the effects."
According to Fort, the Iraqis probably
could load a Scud missile with chemical agents,
as the procedure for doing this doesn't differ
much from the procedure for loading them
into artillery shells, and this is something the
Iraqis did plenty of during its eight year war

with Iran
Fort believes the main reason Hossein has
not used his chemical stockpiles against civilians in Saudi Arabia and Israel is that he
fears the retaliation this would undoubtedly
bring.
"While I'm inclined to doubt myself that
we would go as far as to use nuclear weapons
in response to a chemical attack," Fort said,
"I'm notsure Saddam knows that we wouldn't
do that."
Gasses had not been used widely in battles
since World War! until the Iraqis used them
against Iran. But chemical weapons as a
group have been in use since 1200 BC when
the Trojans hurled flammable substancesover
the embattled walls of Troy.
In fact,almost all weapons used today rely
on some sort of chemical reaction to achieve
results. Grenades,flamethrowers,incendiary
bombs arid even smoke bombs are just a few
chemical weapons that have seen wide use
throughout the history of warfare.

"Napalm is a chemical weapon,tear gas is
a chemical weapon, things simply differ in
degrees," Fort said.
The inaccuracy ofthe variousformsofgas
weapons is one of the major reasons they are
not widely used, Fort said.
'That's one of the key deficiencies with
this kind of warfare. In order to deliver the
stuff, you have to disperse it in the air around
the enemy. After this is done,wind or rain can
completely negate its effect," he said.
Although Fort believes Saddam probably
will use his cheinical weapons as a last-ditch
effort to maintain his grip on Kuwait,he aLso

believes the role of chemicals in this war will
not be to inflict massive casualties against the
allies.
"'Their real value is their capacity to produce terror rather than casualties or death,"
Fort said.
"There's nothing clean about any of our
weapons., they're all horrible, and they do
horrible things to people," Fort said. "I just
don't think that chemical and biological
weaponsareany more horrible than the rest of
them."
"It'sjust exceedingly distressful that any
of them are in use."

Read The Maine Campus.
Four out offive dentists
recommend it.
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Bunt out the competition this Valentina Day the I- I'D Flower
ist and send
e terrific strategy Just call your 1-T1)* Flor
,send it a day or two early.
uquet. And to be sure your Valentine gets one
And she may ask you to stay late.
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Editorial
Big turnout?
Not for ROC
candidates

(
WHAT I CAN'T UNDERSTANP

WHY wow) ANYBoDY FIGHT FOR
THIS GUNK?

W

e are glad to set this year's student government
elections are over with. .
4
The thing we're not happy to see, however, is that the
officerships in Residents on Campus are now occupied by
the only ticket to run for the positions.
We abhor the idea that ali election can be held with only
one set of candidates running for the open positions.
This, to us, is not deniocracy. Americans have long
associated this kind of "one-option" election with Communism,totalitarianism, and every sort of government that
is evil.
4
i
Certainly, ROC is not evil, nor is student government.
But we must question any election which can draw only one
set of candidates.
Is ROC really that obscure? And, if it is, doesn't ROC
owe on-campus students the awareness of its activities so
that more than one ticket take.s interest in the job next year.
This election has been marked by an incredible turnout.
It's too bad ROC couldn't provide them with candidates to
match.(DHV)

Don't let cuts
affect Cutler

T

hefuture services ofCutler Health Center depends
upon the students.
.
Students must let those in the positions of power know
that the University of Maine community depends on Cutler.
UMaine is, in fact,a community of its own that supports
a student population of approkimately 13,000. The overall
population is higher than Mai when faculty, staff and administrative personnel are accounted for.
In other words,the UMaine community is equal to and,
in most cases, more populated than most Maine towns and
cities. Those cities and towns provide some sort of medical
care facility for its citizens.
Just having a facility available, to depend on its service
in case of an emergency erases a fear among everyone.
It can be assumed that medical facilities everywhere are
working under some kind ofa budget strain,and making the
best of a not-so-comfortable situation.
*- Cutler is a prime example of a medical facility confined
under its own financial strappirg.
According to Mark Jacksog, director of Student Health
services, Cutler will undergo a major change - service hours
will be significantly reduced. It will not open on weekends,
and it will close by 8 p.m.on weekdays. This change is only
one ofthe several in line,another being the elimination ofthe
infirmary. In future semesters, it appears students' tuition
and fees may play a larger role in the maintenance of Cutler.
Cutler Health Center - at your disposal and at the expense
of your pocketbook.
Only if you let it.(ECH)

Progress for the Ed pages

It wasn't too long ago that The
Maine Campus'editorial pages had
a much different look to them.
The Response pages were once
a battleground where regular
Campus letter-writers could duke
it out verbally,assaulting each other
in thousand-word diatribes
Issues & Answers
Subsequent letters, primarily
concerned with trivialities, eventually resulted in nothing more than
intellectual name-calling, and the
entire campus community was — at least for a little
while.
forced to put up with it.
If you had to contribute to the
While often irritating in nature, operating expensIs of The
Maine
the letters to the Editor were not the Campus through your
communionly problem afflicting the edito- cation fee dollars, then
you wantrial pages.
ed to see the student newspaper
Guest columns were sent to The more responsive to the
issues afCampus by the dozens, each one fecting you.
claiming to be the God-sent, noThat's what we,the staffof The
questions-asked,final authority on Maine Campus have
tried to do —
the topic in question.
to produce a more responsible and
These columns, too, were far-reaching newspap
er than we've
lengthy testimonials, and it took done in the past.
300 or 400 word;just to get to the
The past editorial leadership of
first point. Sominex couldn't touch Doug V anderwe
ide set the process
them in their ability to put people on its merry way.
Under his
to sleep
guidance, the staff columns were
The staff-generated column was extensively revampe
d, and the
another area desperately needing feeble attempts at
getting laughs
adjustments
through columns became a thing
Campus columnists, stifled by of the past.
the day-to-day grind of newswritStream of consciousness writing, looked at the free space ing was also eliminat
ed as colavailable to them as an opportunity umnists were told to
focus on the
to express themselves through issues rather than using
their colcreative writing.
umn space to ramble about evThe creative writing degenerat- erything from "My life
as a slob"
ed into one of two areas - stream of to "Twin Peaks episode
s at
consciousness ramblings,or forced UMaine."
attempts at humor — and you, the
Letters to the Editor also unstudent population, were not derwent changes. We
began
amused.
monitoring the length ofthe letters
You wanted issues discussed, and used our editing privileg
es to
insightful commentary, and col- shorten them so more of
you were
umns designed to make you think able to voice your opinions
.

John
Begin

We've also begun requesting
guest columns from individuals
who we feel can provide you With
insightful commentary on a number of important topics, without
putting you to sleep.
In short, we've tried to give you
the type of editorial pages that
you've asked for — pages with
informative writing focused on the
local level.
The changes we've made have
gone largely unnoticed, primarily
because they've been implemented a little at a time. We're trying,
but overhauling an entire section
of The Campus takes time.
What you, as students, have to
continue to realize isthe importance
placed on the editorial pages by the
faculty,the administration and your
fellow students.
These few pages are probably
the most-read section of any
newspaper. The space represented
there is a valuable one,designed to
give you the opportunity to speak
about things important to you If
you feel the staff and guest columns
aren't stimulating your intellect,or
are just wastihg space, then let us
know.
Write to us. Tell us what concerns you. We do not corner the
market on ideas for columns, and
we do miss a few along the way.
Let us know where we screwed
up,but also keep in mind that we're
trying to bring you the issues and
critical arguments that will continue
to make you think.
After all, that's what a university setting is all about.
John Begin is a seniorjournalism majorfrom Winslow. Maine.
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Don't forget, Financial Aid Forms are due February 15th

THE CAMPUS CRIER
WEEKENDER
12:20 p.m. The Controversy
Series. Panel. Religion and
Socialism. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature
Film. Ghost. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial
Union. Admission Charge.

6:30&9A)0 p.m. Feature
Film. Tie Me Up, lie Me
Down. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.Admission
Charge.

600 p.m.Star Wars Trilogy.
Star Wars(6:00 p.m.), The
Empirr &likes Back(8:30
p.m.), Return ofthe.4%6(11:00
p.m.). Hauck Auditorium.
Admission Charge.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. The Trouble With
Girls. Commuter/NTS
Lounge. Free.

700 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Brazil Commuter/
NTS Lounge. Free

8:00 p.m. Concert by
Andreyev Balalaika and the
Orchestra of Leningrad.
Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission charge.

1:00 p.m. UMaine
Basketball. Black Bears vs.
Boston University. Bangor
Auditorium. Admission/
Sports Pass.

8:00 p.m. Sizwe Bans: is
Dead By Athol Fugard.
Pavillion Theater. Free.

8:00 p.m. Recital by
Anatole Wieck, violin and
viola. 120 Lord Hall.

700 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Ltde Shop H6.7rms.
Commuter/NTS Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
7:00& 900 p.m. Feature
Film. My Blue Heaven. 130
Little Hall. Admission Charge.
!-•

7:30 p.m. UMaine
Women's Basketball.
Black Bears vs. Lamar.
Bangor Auditorium.
Admission/ Sports Pass.

9:00 p.m. The Comedy
Series. With Mike Moto and
Bob Lazarus. Sponsored by
FUB. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union. Admission
Charge.

>a
'

8:00 p.m. Sizwe Bansi is
Dead By Athol Fugard.
Pavillion Theater. Free.

a

9:30 a.m Catholic Liturgies.

Newman Center.
11:15 a.m. Catholic
Liturgies. Memorial Union.

6:15 p.m. Catholic Liturgies.
Newman Center.
5:00 p.m. Protestaut
Worship and Celebration.
Wilson Center.
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THE cAmPus CRIER

WEEKENDER

12:20 p.m. The Controversy
Series. Panel. Religion and
Socialism. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature
Film. Ghost. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial'
Union. Admission Charge.

6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature
Film. TieMe Up, Tie Me
Down. Elauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.Admission
Charge.

6:00 p.m. Star Wars Trilogy.
Star Wan(6:00 p.m.), The
Empire Stnkes Back(8:30
p.m.), Return oftheJai(11:00
p.m.). Hauck Auditorium.
Admission Charge.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. The Trouble With
Girls. Commuter/NTS
Lounge. Free.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinana. Brazil Commuter/
NTS Lounge. Free

8:00 p.m. Concert by
Andreyev Balalaika and the
Orchestra of Leningrad.
Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission charge.

1:00 p.m. UMaine
Basketball. Black Bears vs.
Boston University. Bangor
Auditorium. Admission/
Sports Pass.

8:00 p.m. Sizwe Bansi is
Dead By Athol Fugard.
Pavilion Theater. Free.

8:00 p.m. Recital by
Anatole Wiedc, violin and
viola. 120 Lord Hall.

9:00 p.m. The Comedy
Series. With Mike Moto and
Bob Iimirus. Sponsored by
'IUB. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union. Admission

8:00 p.m. Simile Bansi
Dead. By Athol Fugard.
Pavillion Theater. Free.

7:00 p.rn No Popcorn
Cinema. Lttle Shop(Malan-3.
Commuter/NTS Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
7:00& 9:00 p.m. Feature
Film. My Blue Heaven. 130
Litde Hall. Admission Charge.
7:30 p.m. UMaine

Women's Basketball.
Black Bears vs. Lamar.
Bangor Auditorium.
Admission/ Sports Pass.

111001,1011041W

Charge.

9:30 a.m Catholic Liturgies.
Newman Center.
11:15 a.m. Catholic
Liturgies. Memorial Union.
6:15 p.m. Catholic Liturgies.
Newman Center.
5:00 p.m. Protestapt
Worship and Celebration.
Wilson Center.

The Campus Crier

Wednesday, February 6 to Wednesday, February 13

EETINGS

MOVIES

M_

wearesday6

Wednesday 6

12:00 p.m No Popcorn Cinema. Brazil.
Sutton lounge. Free.
4:00 p.m. Le it Begin Heir. A filrn about the
lives ofthree Peace Corps. volunteers in
MOIOCCO, Honduras,and Mali. Sponsored by
The Peace Corps. Ham Room,Memorial
Union. Free.

Monday 11

3:00 p.m. Support Group for Parents of
Children with Special Needs. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.
3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

6:00 p.m.James Bond Film Series. Hauck
Auditorium. Admission Charge.

6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association
Meeting. Students helping students, past,
present, and future. Crossland Alumni
Center. 581-ALUM.

7:00& 9:00 p.m Feature Film. My Blue
Heaten. 130 tittle Halt Admission Charge.

6:30 p.m. Circle K Lown Room,
Memorial Union.

fl-7
6:00 p.m.Star Wars Trilogy. Star Wats(6:00
p.m.), The Empire Strikes Back(8:30 p.m.),
Return,r01eJet&(1100 p.m.). Hauck
Auditorium. Admission Charge.
Ltde Shop of
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Horrors. Corrunutcr/NTS Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
7:00& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. My Blue
Heaven.130 little Hall. Admission Charge.

Friday8
6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film Ghost
Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission Charge.

7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.

Thursday 7
3:30 p.m. Off-Campus Board Meeting.
OCB Office, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. University Democrats. Alumni
Room, Memorial Union. New members
welcome.
6:30 p.m. Wilde-Stein Lesbian, 13i-sexual,
Gay Support Group Meeting. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Society for Creative
Anaduonism Meeting. Come and
recreate European History. All are
welcome. Lengyel Gym.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. 7he Trouble
With Gds.Commutcr/NTS Lounge. Free.

Saftray9
6:30&900 p.m. Feature Film. 7;e Me Up,
eMeDown. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union. Admission Charge.
700 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Brazil
Commuter/NTS Lounge. Free.

Mandrq 11
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Raging
Bull Sutton Lounge. Free.

SAL
„ER 4s ENTER

5:00 p.m. Peace Club Meeting. Stodder
Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. Campus Recycling Initiative.
General Meeting. 1912 RONTI, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. Anthropology Club. South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union..
7:00 p.m. Informational Meeting On the
Draft and Conscientious Objection.
Sponsored by Maine Draft and Military
Counselors. 100 Neville Hall.

Tuesday 12
3:00 p.m. Support Group for Students
with Learning Disabilities. Old Town
ROOM, Memorial Union.
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Conunittee. The Virtue Room,The
Maples.
6:00 p.m. Student Government. 100
Neville Hall.
7:00 p.m. Ad-Ventures. Advertising Club.
In the Reading Room, Lord Hall. All
majors welcome.

Ifyour group would like a listing, or ifyou
would like to change a current listing, call
ASAP at 581-4359 or write us at:
The Campus Crier
16 Chadbourne Hall

Macintosh Computer Classes
February 4-7, 1991

Wed, Feb. 6, 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.
FileMaker Pro Basics
Filemaker Pro Intermediate Wed, Feb. 6, 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.
Beginning Microsoft Word Thur, Feb 7, 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.
Intermediate Microsoft Word Thur, Feb. 7, 12:30 to 2:00 p.m.

besday12
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Do The
Right Thing Sutton Lounge. Free.
- 700 p.m. Black History Month. Cly
bredom. 101 Neville Hall.

VVeritesday 13

Classes are Free, but space is limited. To secure space in any of these classes please register by
calling CIT at 581-2577. All classes are held in the Stewart Commons Resource Room.
immommoiamoomm,

The Campus Crier
Countdown to Freedom.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. A Day at
the Ram Sutton Lounge. Free.
12:10 & 4:30 p.m. Hudson Museum Films.
Lucy Covingtvn: NativeAmerican Indian and
Abenaki: llrNatitePeopleofMaine. Bodwell
Lounge, Maine Center for the Aits.
7:00& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Henry and
June 130 Litdc Hai Admission Charge.

Spring Break is only
24 days away!

—
Wednesday, February 6 to Wednesday, February 13

The Campus Crier
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Wednesday 6
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Notetaking
Tactics. Contact Betsy Rose at 581-1826.
North Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

ATHLETKS

MUSIC

Monday 7
7:30 p.m. UMaine Women's

Monday 11

Basketball. Black Bears vs. Lamar.
Bangor Auditorium. Admission/ Sports
Pass.

12:15 p.m. MondayJan.Sponsored by
TUB.Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.

Thursday 7

e

Saturday 9
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
Panel. Religion and Socialism. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.

1:00 p.m. UMaine Basketball. Black
Bears vs. Boston University. Bangor
Auditorium. Admission/ Sports Pass.

Monday 11
Wednesday 13
7:30 p.m. An Evening with Paul Petzoldt.
Sponsored by Maine Bound. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Science fiction writer Samuel It
Delany will read from his work. 100
Neville Hall.

7:30 p.m. UMaine Women's
Basketball. Black Bears vs.Boston
University. Bangor Auditorium.
Admission/ Sports Pass.

Tuesday 12
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum.
Filters in the University ofMaine's Scientific
and Technical Pipeline: Are They Diffrrent
for Women and Men? Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Wednesday 13
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Developing
E,&ctive Study Environments. Contact
Betsy Rose at 581-1826. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. The Politics ofWriting, by
Samuel R Delany, novelist, African American and gay activist. 101 Neville
Hall.

Counseling Center Groups
The Counseling Center offers counseling for
General Therapy, Graduate Students and
Returning Adults, Women, Men, Eating
Issues, ACOA/Troubled Families, Gay/
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Groups, and Incest
Survivors Group.
For further information, to register, or to
schedule a pre-group interview, contact the
Counseling Center at
Fernald Hall:
Cutler Health Center:

581-1392
581-4020

Thursday Night
at the Bear's
Featuring:
!
Den
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Sponsored by Student Government.

•

*FREEPiwa at8p.m. Free Popcorn

*Cash Bar with LD.
(open to allages
•No cover charge
*Cheap prices on yourfavorite
libations!

Residential Life
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
LIVING ON CAMPUS
Applications for Doris Twitchell Allen
Village for the next year will be available in
East, West, South, and Central Residential
Life offices beginning February 4. You must
live on campus to apply.

BOUND
If you want to live in the new residence
facility next year, you must return a
completed application to the East Campus
office by 4:30 p.m., February 15th, 1991.
Open House to see the new facility will he
conducted February 4, 5, 11, and 13 frcm 4
to 5 p.m. House A (nearest Oxford).

NEED A RIDE? RIDES

•-•

••-•

Send information to 16
Chadbourne Hall or call
581-4359
Ride Needed or Riders Wanted
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Phone #:

Ride Wanted:
To: Presque Isle
When: Weekends
Will Share Gas
Pally Willky
581-4917
Room:321

"You will neverfind timefor anything. Ifyou want
time you must make it"
-C. Buxton

March Break Mexico Mountaineering
Tp
Last day to register is Thursday, Feb. 7th. For
info, call Maine Bound, Memorial Union,
581-1794.
"Only When I reached the summit, could I we how much
farther I had to go."
-Brent, Mexico '87

Epsoming Outdoor Adventures
*Introduction to Fly Fishing
*Avalanche Awareness
Workshop
*High Ropes Course
*YAP: Creating Your Own
18:
Feb.
Camp
*YAP: Snowshoeing
Feb. 21:
Registration Deadline for most courses is five
days in advance. Space is occasionally
available after deadlines. For more
information please call 581-1794 or stop by
the Maine Bound office in the Union.
Feb. 12:
Feb. 16:

Att

,
atlemev—TOW
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THE ARTs

RELIGION

Wednesday 6

Wednesday 6

7:00 p.m. Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission
charge.

5:31 p.m. Coffee House. Hot topics.
Discussions with students and staff Supper
served at no charge. Newman Center.

Thursday 7

Friday 8
8:00 p.m. Concert by Andreyev
Balalaika and the Orchestra of
Leningrad. traditional Russian folk
songs and Soviet classical music. Maine
Center for the Arts. Admission charge.
8:00 p.m. Sizwe Bansi is Dead A South
African play by Athol Fugard with
African actors. Pavillion Theater. Free.
9:00 p.m. The Comedy Series. With
Mike Moto and Bob Lazarus. Sponsored
by TUB. Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union. Admission Charge.

Saterday 9
8:00 p.m. Recital by Anatole Wieck,
violin and viola. 120 Lord Hall.
8:00 p.m. Sizzve Bansi is Dead. A South
African play by Athol Fugard with
African actors. Pavillion Theater. Free.

1200 p.m. Ecutrnenical Bible Study. Stoddcr
Private Dining ROOM.
7:30 p.m. The Way Campus Fellowship.
Everyone is welcome to learn and grow with
God. Fellowship, teachingion how to believe
the Bible. Drummond Chapel, Memorial
Union.
7:30 p.m. Campus Qum& for Christ
Program designed for spiritual growth and
devr.lopment. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Friday 8
1100 p.m. Moslem Prayer. Drummond
Chapel, Memorial Union.
6:30 pin.InterVarsity Christian Fellowship.
An interdenominational group ofstudents
desiring to listen to the words ofiesus and
wrzsde with their implications for our lives.
Skeptics arc welcome. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Sunday 9
9-.3o a.m Catholic Liturgies. Newman
The HELPLINE is a University phone line for
students who need assistance. Issues may range
from information about resources on campus to
depression and alcohol use. Call 581-1392 for
information.
HELPLINE TRAINING SCHEDULE
Tuesday, February 5th:
6-7 p.m.: Introduction/Welcome
7-8:10 p.m.: Listening/Interviewing
8:15-9:30 p.m.: Homophobia/Homosexuality
Wednesday, February 6th
7-8:25 p.m.: Academic Stress/Homesickness
8:30-9:30 p.m.: Substance Abuse
Thursday, February 7th
6-7:30 p.m.: RapeNiolence
7:45-9:00 p.m.: Anxiety/Panic
Saturday, February 9th
AIDS/Si D'S
9:30-10:45
10:45-11:00 a.m.: Break
11:00-12:15 p.m.: Depression/Suicide
12:15-12:45 p.m.: Problem Callers
1:45-3:15 p.m.: Office Procedures

Wednesday,6: Spaghetti witImushroom sauce &
garlic bread.
Thursday, 7: Chunky Chili con Tempeh
Monday, 11: Falafelroni & Cheese

01111*
,
1111110
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There will be a
9:00 a.m. Peace Corps.
ial
table on the 2nd floor, Memor
(see
filin
a
be
also
Union. There will
movie listings).

Friday 8
9:00 a.m. Nursing Career Day. An
opportunity to meet with nurse
recruiters and explore career
opportunities. Lown Rooms, Memorial
Union.
4:00 p.m. International Coffee Hour.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Monday 11
7:00 p.m. Income Tax for
International Students. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.

Tuesday 12
7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation. Wilson
Center,67 College Ave. Call 866-4227
for more info.

Ongoing
International Toy Exhibit. Play is a
Child's Work: Toysfrom Around the
World. Through February 24th.
Hudson Museum, Maine Center for the
Arts.

11:15 a.m. Catholic Liturgies. Memonar
Union.
6:15 p.m. Catholic Liturgies. Newman
Center.

THE CAMPUS CRIER
February 6, 1991

500 p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Wilson Center.

Tuesday 12
6:00 p.m.Student Rdlection & Action
Group. The Wilson Center,67 College Ave.
(The A-frame). 866-4227.

Wednesday 13 Ash Wednesday
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Service. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Catholic Mass. Newman
Center

Tuesday, 12: Cream of-Carrot Soup & Marinated
Veggie Pockets
Wednesday, 13: Minestrone Soup & Rice Pudding
Thursday, 14: Spinach & Mushroom Lasagna

from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Monday through
The Soup Kitchen is located at Fernald Hall snack bar, and is open
and fresh fruit.
Thursday. The •rice is $3.95 and includes tea, juice, o urt, bread,

-

Wednesday 6

Center.

Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen
Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen

Ite

ISC•

Vol. 4 Issue 16

Editor: Christopher Tatian
Assistant Editor: Shawn Anderson
Proofreader: Stacey Schwingle
Artwork: Tim Carrier
Cover Art: Steve Kurth
The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing ofcampus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listing
please include the following informxion:
name, organization, phone number, time,
date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send allsubmissions through
campus mail to: The CamPus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall
or call us at 581-4319.
Deadline is Friday at 430
p.m.a week before the listing
is to appear.
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Response
Rally speaker wants to clarify statements
To The Editor
I am writing in response to the
attack on my person and what I feel
misrepresentation of my opinions
about the peace rallies on campus
and across this nation.
In response to Miss Mock's
statements(Campus. Jan.23),I will
list some misconceptions that she
seems to be promoting

First,she said she heard me say
that "war protesters are contemptible flag burners." That is incorrect. I did state that I was against
pin:testers who do burn flags and
then stated that this was not a rally
for that kind of behavior. The main
motivator for this rally was seeing
the flag burned on CNN at a protest.
Second, I never made the

Avoid labels in
war debate
I do not see those who support the U.S. policy in the
An awful lot of "labels" — Middle East as"warmongers";
on the order of high-brow I, as one who is opposed to the
name-calling — are being ap- U.S. using violence to thwart
plied to those who have taken a violence,should not be labeled
public stand on the issues per- "anti-American." Those who
would define themselves as
taining to the Gulf war.
I think it is crucial to under- liberal,radical,or conservative
stand the complexity of U.S. — or whatever — need to be
and U.N. involvement in this working together to find soluconflict, and for both media tions to the problems we fact
and individuals taking their and not squaring off as oppoviews public to resist the kind nents in petty word games.
of rhetoric that ends up fosterDeborah Stiles
ing an"Either/Or","Us/Them"
mentality.
To The Editor:

statement that we are the only oaes
with a right to voice our opinions.
I specifically made a comment to
the group across the steps by saying that I bear them no malice and
support their cause, the troops.
Third,my patriotism is not based
on blind faith but on pride of this
country's past accomplishments
and knowledge of its expanding
potential

The most important issue I
would address is on what I think of
peace protestors.I stated that"some
of the peace protesters" are the
same people I've heard supporting
leftist insurgencies in the Third
World arena, which are military in
nature. Therefore,these people are
not "pro-peace" but in reality are
anti-American Policy.
1 have listened to the opposing

opinions. Sorb& have merit while
most are beyond cavil. If you've
heard or read that I feel different
then just remember: believe none
of what you hear and half of what
you see.
Steven Prestridge
Orono

Writer upset by Caron's
vaginal-odor response
she could have used the space to that she can accurately map the
educate the sophomoric male, female genitalia the "drop of perwhile also empowering a group of fume to mask the odor" notion is
that
imagine
to
difficult
is
It
era
there is a woman on this earth who young women in the process of clearly a throwback to another
intipromote
to
nothing
does
and
would even dignify and insipid creating their identities.
Instead,she bought into Amer- macy or improved understanding
and misogynist question like the
MassengiI-douche mentality, between young men and women.
ica's
one posed (Feb. 1) concerning
No thanks to Dr. Caron for her
would have women scourwhich
is,
There
taste.
and
vaginal smell
of
though, and she parroted her re- ing and scrubbing for an eternity in conclusion in the objectification
imnegatively
her
for
or
women
like
be
sponse based on dominant realities order not to smell or
pacting the readers of her column,
two thousand year old mistaken themselvei.
Matters."
"Sex
the
both
to
suggest
would
I
unare
assumption that women
that
columnist
the
and
man
young
clean
Lisa Satchfield
Conceding that there may have it is never too late to have conslightly.
even
been an excuse for answering the sciousness raised..
While it's reassuring to know
question, I would have hoped that
To The Editor:

Sanctions would never have worked
To The Editor:
It seems that some people think
we should have given sanctions
more time to work, that maybe,
after twelve months of sanctions,
Saddam would leave Kuwait.
Let's take a look at this point of
view. First of all, guess what ... the
sanctions are still in place.

Does it appear to be impressing
Saddam? No, I think not.
Air raids have been used to shut
down the industrial capabilities of
Iraq These same forces have had a
substantial effect in dissuading
smugglers against running the
blockades with supplies. I think
these two events alone have had
the effect of an additional six

months ofconventional sanctions. you American and allied causalties
Doesanyone think Saddam is ready would not be so low.
It is much easier to think about
to give up yet? The answer again is
pleasant and nice it would be
how
no.
could all just sit down and ask
we
if
for
years
taken
have
It would
sanctions to work, if ever. Each Hussein to do the right thing and
passing day would be, one where leave Kuwait, if everyone would
Saddam Hu.r,sein was in control of just play by the rules and be nice.
how and where a war would begin. This, I regret, is not reality.
I wonder, if someone was to
With that type of control, I assure

break into a home,murder a father,
rape a mother and a sister and steal
everything in the house,how many
of us would want to talk it over
with the assailant. Saddam Hussein has done worse than this and
sanctions don't worry him.
Alan Grant
Lincoln

Student sees waste all over
campus, despite budget woes
To The Editor:
I came to the University of
Maine at Orono for two reasons: I
thought there was a deep caring for
the students in the College of
Forestry, and UMaine offers forestry to out-of-state students at a
discounted rate, and as such was
reasonably-priced. lam going into
my senior year, wondering if I will
have enough money to make it to
graduation.
Classes that I need will not be
offered. 1 know that the Park and
Recreation Department of the
College of Forest Resources is
down one professor because he
a

Why are buildings kept at such
moved to Texas. This leaves one
temperatures that teachers,
hot
professor and one instructor for all
and administrators have
students
alis
There
the classes they offer.
windows open?
their
keep
to
take
cannot
I
that
ready one class
I am sure that most students
before I graduate, and I will have
to get it waived if I want to gradu- have noticed something on campus
ate on time. This will seriously that wastes money that they could
hurt my education and my getting point out to you.
I have wondered how much the
a job upon graduation.
A lot of money is being wasted University of Maine System has
around campus Why do university thought about what they are doing.
cars and vans have their motors I don't have the solutions to the
running when there is no one budget crisis, but I think you wou Id
around? Why does the grassaround have to agree that wasting money
the Memorial Union have to be cut is not a good start.
every other day during the fall and
Robert W. Vodra
spring? Why was a parking booth
Orono
put up on campus,and never used?

!MONA MOWN

•
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Village
Stone said.
When two students apply for a double
room, the best qualified applicant will be
considered
If a student has been living on campus for
six semesters and would like to live with
someone who only has lived on campus for
two semesters,Stone said the person with six
semesters will be considered.
Stone is also urging handicapped students
to apply to the new village.
"We are actively recruiting people with
special physical needs," Stone said. "The
facility is totally accessible."
Stone said the sign-up procedure can be
altered for handicapped students.
"We are willing to make concessions to
our sign-up program for that," Stone said.
"Maybe someone hasn't been living on campus because‘r didn't ptovide them any place
to live up to now."
Application forms may be picked up,filled
out and returned to the East Campus office in
Hilltop Commons_
After Feb. 15, the deadline for all applicants,200students will be chosen to live inthe
new village.
All successful applicants will be notified
on Feb. 20th, 1991.They will receive a list of
all other successful applicants and an acceptance form to be returned to the East Campus
office.
"We are going tocreate a listof21:10 people
that are eligible to live there,"Stone said."We
are going to send it out to them and give them
a week to get together in groups if they choose
to. If they choose not to then we will assign
them randomly."
If students wish to have certain people in
one suite, they must return the acceptance
forms together in the East Campus office of

7-1

From L to it: Kindle Cook, Keith Kuczkowski, Jim Stilphen, and Dan McLaughlin check out a third floor suite at the Doris
Twitchell Allen dorms during an open house on Tuesday afternoon.(Photo by John Baer.)
Hilltop Commons.
Groups wishing to select complete suites
may choose specific suites between 10 a.m.
Feb. 25th and 4 p.m. March 1, according to
Stone.
Successful applicants who do not sign up
in groups will be notified of their room assignments after March 18, 1991.
All unsuccessful applicants will be kept
on a waiting list.
Each unit has a "penthouse" suite, which
will be occupied by one RA or RD and five
other students, according to Stone.
Stone said the RD of the new village is

Annisa Lambenon, who is presently the RD ing to Jon Lewis,director of the Dining Serof Knox Hall.
vices. The difference between the plans is the
RAs for the remaining three buildings 14 meal plan offers$126in MaineCard credit
have not been selected yet, Stone said.
and the 10 meal plan offers $460 in MaineScott Anchors,directorofResidential Life, Card credit.
is pleased with the new building.
The 10 meals per week plan isonly offered
"les very exciting, very futuristic and to students residing in the new village.
responsive to student needs," Anchors said.
Adjacent to the four units is a community
Stone said the cost of room and board is building containing washers and dryers, a
the same asall other dorm roomsand students mail room and conference rooms, according
must purchase a meal plan. Meal plans are to Stone.
available for 19 me,als per week,14 meals per
The new village was designed by Moore/
week or 10 meals per week.
Weinrich of Brunswick, Maine,and the total
Each meal plan will cost $2,044,accord- cost of the village is $4.6 million.

Thursday at Geddy's
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Learn to fly...
-It's enjoyable
-A sense of accomplishment
-It's a challenge

Come fly with me942-4065

Bus will run every 1/2 hour starting at 8:45pm behind the Union at Hauck:
circle. Bus runs until 1:00 am
•
•

Thorn Blown, Maine '88
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Exchange

from page 3

versity of South Carolina who is here tor her
second semester, ,aid she intends to transfer
to UMaine for good.
"I like the atmosphere here," Hann said.
"I like the cold weather and I feel more at
home here. My parents are originally from
New England and I feel like I've found my
identity here"
Hann said she liked.the social atmosphere and the fact that NSE students are
"encouraged to meet others".
Students taking courses at other schools
through NSE also found it to be a positive
experience. Joel Reidy,a senior who spent
last fall trimester at the University of Georgia,said he would highly recommend NSE
to anybody.
"I had a lot of fun in Georgia," Reidy
said. "Attitudes are different, people are
different, it's a great change of pace. I did
have some trouble getting my spring registration materialsfrom NSEand almost didn't
get my classes, but other than that it was
great."
According to Sanger,there are currently
32students from otherschools taking courses at UMaine through NSE and approximately the same numberof UMaine students
taking courses elsewhere.
The minimum requirement for a student
to study at another school through NSE is a
2.5 grade point average. Sanger said NSE is
looking for solid students with the ability to
adjust to new settings.
Applicationscan be obtained from Sanger
at the NSE office at 206 Clapp Greenhouse.

War: what's
in a name?

11

Maine
Campus
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
.

To place your classified ad
call#1273 today!!

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Miscellaneous

Summer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on
UMaine campus. We need English,
Communication,Science, Math,and
Computer Science teachers, a Nurse,
Residential Life Counselors and others
Summer work-study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/Application:
Upward Bound, 100 Winslow Hall
UMaine 581-2522
Spring Break '91--Can't afford spring
break? Think again!!
Panama City, Florida...3119

SPRING BREAK!!--Spring break in
Cancun or Bahamas from $299!
Includes round-trip air fare, 7 nights
hotel, cruise beach parties, free lunch
and much, much more! Organize a
small group -- earn a free trip plush
CASH! Call 1-: I I BEACH-IT!

FOR SALE!--Smith + Wesson semiautomatic handgun 14 round clip,
fixed sights. Excellent condition.
Asking $425. Call 866-3018 and
leave messaR
For Sale-- New Ski-Doo Motorcycle/
snowmobile helmet! Full faced,
black, sleek. Paid $125, sell for $90 or
b •st offer. C.11 #477 Rm.75
Pregnant?--Love and a happy home
await the baby we long to adopt. Call
Trudi or John collect.
1- 212 -678-0596
Lost!--New, full length, off-(white wool
coat, missing since 1/17 frorn 3rd floor
Union. Sentimental Christmas gift.
Call 58 -1:2
Found!--Male puppy, brown + tan
shepherd with red collar + yellow
ribbon. Call Steph or Melissa, 5814917 Rm. 328
Found!--Teddy Bear, outside Wells
Commons. Inquire it 101 Wells, West
Cam •us office #4702
Wake N'Bake--Spring break '91!
Jamaica/Cancun from $4591! A week
of fun and sun! The hottest
destinations. Call 1-800-426-7710
For
e--Bran new street cruiser,
ridden twice. Big rugged, shiny, red,
and yours for only $110. A great bike
at a great price. Call 947-2932 and
leave a messa ,e.
Orono ri
op--Ta e I e rom
Main, 2nd right to Birch: Open -Weds
11-4, Sat. 11-2. Bi,sale thru March 6

Apartments
Orono--1 bedroom, modern furnished
apartment. Quiet, walk to UMaine.
$450 r month + utilities. 945-5810
Country Living Townhouse Apts.--2
Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, heat, hot water,
sewer included. Laundry, cable
available. 8 miles from campus. $525
per month. For more information call
866-7798, Bradle ,ME

Montego Ray, Jamalca.3459
Cancun/Acapulco, Mx..$429
Earn tree travel and $$ marketing STS
vacations on your campus! For more
information and reservations call STS
1- AtAl ...a_t•mr 9
Your career starts now!--Call for
information about the company that i
letting people skip the job scene and
step upto financial independence.
Don't miss this one. 1-800-749-5515

Services
e sen• your resume to
hundreds of major companies thru ou
the US in a complete indexed
catalogue!! Catalogue sent to
companies in April of'91, so hurry!
Send an 8 1/2 by 11 resume and a $20
check or money order to Career
Catalogue, P.O. Box 882,Safety
Harbor FL 34695 C Career Catalo
Get your dream lobs now!--Hundreds
of addresses and tel #'s of Jobs open
In Paradise! Calif/Fla./Natl. Pks/
Cruise/Rafting,for spring/summer.
Have a paid vacation, call now!
1-900-226-2644 3 min
Male Stripper--All occasions, also
misc. delive o tions. 947-4220
Housekeeping--Experienced,
references available. Reasonable rates.
For appointment,call 942-8789
tu a ents

Wanted!--Treasurer of Student Gov't,
paid position, flexible hours. Apply in
office, 3rd floor Memorial Union by
Feb. 11th or call 581-1775
We need self-motivated students!-Earn up to 510/hr. Market credit cards
oh campus. Flexible hours. Only ten
positions available. Call now!
1-800-950-8472 Extension 20 AL
Fund-raiser!--Fast fund-raising
program, $1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your campus
organization. Plus a chance at $5000
more! This program works! No
investment needed. Call 1-800-9320528 Ext.50

BREAK. Why freeze here? The sunny
Caribbean or Mexican coast'for a
week! Only $189 Call SUNHITCHTm
14212)-864-2000

By Rick Hampson
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — If history's any
guide, the Persian Gulf War will go down as
. well, the Persian Gulf War. Although soldiersfight wars,journalists and their audiences
name them, according to military
historians.
"We don't have an official namer," said
Janice McKinney of the Army Center of,
Military History in Washingnin."There is no
one person Of office with the authority to
name our wars. It just happens.
"The military eventually accepts wluttever's been accepted by the public,"said Ritssell
Weigley ofTemple University.
Naming wars is as imprecise an art as
fighting them,but usually a brief,informative
name works its way into common usage and
sticks.
"It's often something as random as a
headline writer'sfancy,"said former Air Force
historian Richard Kohn.
The Associated Press and many other
news organizations are calling the current
conflict in the Middle East the Persian Gulf
War. It also has been called "the Gulf War,"
"the GulfConflict,""Operation DesertStorm"
and "the War with Iraq." The Iraqis have
referred to it as "The Mother of All Battles."
It can take time for a name to catch on."A
consensusdoesn'talwa ysdevelop rig,ht away,"
said Weigley. "It was generations before the
animosities had settled down and we could
agree on the Civil War."
That conflagration originally was known
as"the War of the Rebellion" by Northerners
and "the War of Southern Independence" by
Southerners - except for those rebels who
favored -the War Between the States"

Crossword
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48 Like a summer
tea
41 Undulating
5 Uppity one
51 Wrongful act, in
law
s The Censor of
53 End of the quip
ancient Rome
$o Different
20 Advantage
13 Beehive State
Si Hebrides island
33 From behind,
14 Put on cargo
62 Musical symbol
Roman style
15 Burning
83 Peachy-keen!
35 Suffixes for
64 Shake mountain and
17 Emperor of
(hurry)
auction
Rome: A D
54-68
Si Western
37 Ger. is here
alliance
IS Appian Way,for 38 More of the quip
Si America or
one
41 Label
Muffet
ii Honey badger
42 French battle
67 Knob
site: 7/7/44
20 Start of a quip
68 Skiers delight
43 Martin and Men
—
23"Taffy
Welshman"
44"---- This a
DOWN
Lovely Day?"
24 Electrically
t Sandwich fish
charged atoms 46 Pennines, e.g.
2 Solar disk
3 Source of poi
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envelope
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'Hale or Detroit
DARE
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dreams":
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27 Very small
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22 Dudley and
Roger
25 Mercator
product
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Condescend
9 Leslie of films
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0 VEIN to "A dagger of the 21 Fabulous
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mind,
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ABE
creation":
30 Plunge into
ADO PORI:BABE S
Macbeth
31 Ridiculed
L
uelE
Ii Josip Broz
32 Notable periods
MEIN OCIA PI CAN DEIEU
12 Beaver St.
BELT
AMOK
E1413110
33 Play start
16 TV Tarzan
ROTOR
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34 Book size
21 Scottish
SUIZIN T
GLEE
pudding
34 Swift's forte
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39 Duke Orsino's
nationality
40 Speakers'
stands
45 Chirps
47 Plastered
SO Kin of
dreadlocks
52 Storm, to
Simone

$3 Chip off the old
block
54 List entry
ss Siamese
54 Alone
57 Lamb
se This, in Toledo
59 Pack

Answers to any three clues in this
puzzle are available by touch-tone
phone. 1-900-420-5656 (75e each
minute).
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be realistic.
"I'm not suggesting we throw the baby
out with the bathwater; some athletic pro'grams don't require much funding and are
beneficial to many students and faculty," an
unidentified faculty member said.
There are differences of opinion about
how strong the affect of athletics is on the
recruitment of students. Watkins doesn't
anticipate the loss of any athletic programs.
Nothing has been heard about May term
and summer course selections, but Watkins
said she doesn't think they will be cut because
these programs are "money-makers".
"Those programs have not been disclicsei:
that I know of, but we have to look at
everything. We're certainly not going to cut
programs that are so important to the state,
we're not going to do something to exacerbate the situation," Charles Rauch,Director
of Financial Management,said.
The Budget Task Force begins meeting
next Tuesday.
Some faculty members were concerned
about the structure of the committee.
"With five vice-presidents sitting on the
committee I think it'll be very hard to push
through cutsofthese positions,"Ken Hayes,
Chairperson of political science, said.
Until the legislature and the union have
made their decisions, the total reductions
required on this campus will not be known
"At this point everything is fair game,"
Watkins said.
Before any final decisions are made the
Task Force, Faculty Senate and Student
Senate will all review the proposed cuts and
address questions
Lower the numbers

and raise am odds.
hit•id- pr•Ssaate
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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ITS SEPARATELY MOVING
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FOR YOUR LIFE'
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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To bring a correction to
our attention, contact the
Editor at 581-1271 between
the hours of 1 p.m. and 4
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Hall.
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Sports
Awayfrom league, Keeling looks to stay focused
By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer

By /elfPhik i

Learning to
win
If someone had told me before the season that going into
the University of Maine men's
basketball game agianst Boston
University, the Black Bears
would not only be atop the North
Atlantic Conference,but would
be leading the NAC by two
games, I probably would have
said they were crazy.
I even think head coach Rudy
Keeling and some ofhis players
would have agreed the team was
going to be better than last year,
but to be in first place this late in
the year might have been a little
out of reach.
But something funny has
happened between the beginning of the season and now.
UMaine has put together a
5-1 record in the NAC,and are
the team to beat right now in the
conference. The amazing thing
about this feat is this Black Bear
team is doing it by giving rive
first year players serious minutes and one of them, Francois
Bouchard, has become one of
the main options on offense.
Along with Bouchard, the
play of Kevin Terrell and Kenny Barnes has given Keeling
more flexiblity on his bench,
which translate into a more
balanced club.
With the emergence ofthese
first-year players, pressure has
been taken off Derrick Hodge,
Marty Higgins and Curtis Robertson to do everything on the
court
Hodge can now focus on
stopping the opposing team's
big gun, Higgins can work on
spreading the ball around and
Robertson can bang the boards
and not worry about getting in
foul trouble.
Unlike last year, when
former UMaine star Dean Smith
and Hodge didn't play well, the
Black Bears usually didn't win.
This year, if Hodge or Higgins struggle, Terrell or Bouchard come through with a big
game and the Black Bears can
come away with a win.
it also appears that Keeling's
See WINNING page 15

in 12 seasons of competition,
the University of Maine men's
basketball team has never been 51 in the North Atlantic Conference
Its win over the University of
New Hampshire accomplished that
and, put them in the unenviable
postion of "poor winner" in the
eyes of all the national media that
had converged on Durham insearch
of aCinderella story.
But there was no Cinderella
story, and everyone, save the
UMaine media and fans,left UNH
disappointed.
UMaine will take its three-game
win streak to Greenville,S.C.,and
play Furman University Wednesday.
Keeling said he wished the
Black Bears could continue to play
NAC games while they have the
momentunut But he said a win
against Furnian (7-2 as a member
ofthe Southern Conference)would
give his club a "big boost" going
into Saturday's game with NAC
rival Boston University.
"Ideally we'd like to play all
league games," Keeling said."But
we don't have enough teams to
play all league games."
Furman coach Butch Estes,
whose team is also on a roll and off UMaine's Dan Hillman averages five points and three rebounds in
to its bestconference showing ever, 12 minutes a game.U Maine returns to NAC action Saturday against
said he'd like to play a league BU in the Bangor Auditorium.(Photo by Scott LeClair)

game "only if I knew we could
win."
Estes said he was looking forward to playing UMaine and
"greatly respects the program and
whatthe guys up there have done."
He jokingly added that if he had
his choice, "I'd rather have the
night off."
Keeling said he didn't really
know what to expect frOm Furman. This is only the second
meeting between the twb teams.
Furman beat UMaine 74-63 in
Bangor last year.
Estes said Furman was a finesse team that likes to run a lot of
motion on offense,and play manto-man and trap defensively.
"We like to run,get the ball up
and down the floor," Estes said..
"We're inside orientated. We
don't rely on the three like UNLV
does but we'll shoot them, no
question."
Keeling is optimistic that this
game will be a little different. He
points out Furman returns with
the same team, while UMaine is
sporting a different look that includes red-shined first-year player
and NAC rookie of the week
Francois Bouchard..
"We lost by 11 last year,"
Keeling said."This year their the
same team but we're a different
team."
See FURMAN page 14

Lamar brings 26th
Track teams successful
ranked team to Orono in weekend meets
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

A high powered offense, a 192 overall record,the nation's third
most prolific three-point shooter
and a coach who says his team is
just your basic "meat-n-potatoes"
type
These are the ingredients the
University of Maine women's
basketball team must face as
American South Conference foe
the Lamar University Lady Cardinals invade the Bangor Auditorium Thurday night at 7:30 p.m.
Led by three-point shooter extraordinar Brenda Hatchett's 17.9
points per game and reserve forward Barbara Hickey's 13.2 prig.,
the Lady Cardinals come in al.eraging 88 ppg while defeating their
oprxirrnts by an average of 25
PP8.
Add in to this mixture the Sports
Illustrated wren's player of the
week,Bobbie Bean and quadrupledouble(doublefiguresin four game
categories) artist Ramona Jones
and Lamar locks to be a quality
opponent to say the least.
The Lady Black Bears meanwhile, look to Rachel Bouchard

and a steady cast of others, to offset, and strike back against their
foes from Texas.
"Lamar will be a very tpugh
opponent,they re ranked in the top
25 in the nation (#26)," UMaine
head coach Trish Roberts said
"They have the third or fourth
top ranked three-point shooter and
are also in the top three in points
per game."
Roberts said an
NCAA birth for the UMaine lady
hoopsters is on the back burner for
now.
"An NCAA birth is far back in
my mind, right now we're just
worried about Lamar," Roberts
said.
Bouchard added the team needs
to win to keep their NCAA hopes
alive and defeating Lamar and
Arkansas St. definitely would help.
According to Lamar head coach
Al Barbre, whose team recently
defeated Arkansas St. 80-79, his
team just does the basics.
"We like to extend the full 94
feet, play tough defense and score
consistently," Barbre said.
"We're worried, anytime you
play on the road you have to be,
anytime you travel a long way to
See LAMAR page 15

By Dan Costello
Staff Writer
The University of Maine track
teams ran to victories in separate
team meets Saturday, with the
women defeating UNH 66-56,
while the men won the Maine Invitational.
The UMaine men secured top
honors as the best team in the state,
posting a score of 71 and outdistancing rivals Bates(53)Bowdoin
(45)and Colby (16).
Once again, UMaine's sprintersstreaked to victories and sweeps
in three events. Black Bear Brian
Macphee led the way to a sweep of
the 55-meter hurdles with a time of
8.16 seconds. Thayer Redman,
Aaron Werner and Mark Baldwin
placed two,three and four respectively securing the sweep for
UMaine.
UMaine captain Carl Smith
raced to the first of his two blue
ribbon finishesfor the Black Bears
in the 55-meter dash. Smith's
winning time was 653 seconds,
just ahead of U-Maine's second
place finisher Robert Tubbs.
The 200!meter dash was another succesful event for the
UMaine sprinters as their runners

took the top three spots.
Smith won his second race of
the day with a time of23.13,while
Tubbs and Anthony Jackson
placed two-three resrctively to
give UMaine the sweep.
UMaine's Jason Winslow took
first place in the 500-meter with a
time of 1:08.23, and the Black
Bears 1600 meter relay team took
the top spot ahead of Bowdoin
and Bates with a time of 3:28.14.
Brian Schneider continued his
dominance in the pole vault for
UMaine. Schneider's 13'6" vault
was good f9r the top honors
In a close fought meet in
Durham,N.H.,the UMaine women edged the UNH Wildcats 66to
56.
Captain Brenda Sheehan gave
another fine performance,resulting in two first place finishes and
two second place finishes for the
Black Bears.
Sheehan took the 55-meter
dash in 7.4seconds,and herjump
of 35 5 1/2" was good enough to
give her the number one spot in
the triple jump. She also placed
second in the long jump and 200meter dash.
See TRACK page 14
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The UMaine women helped launch
themselves to victory by sweeping the shot
put and the 20 pound weight toss events.
UMaine's Leann Pinkham took first place
in the shot put with a throw of 35' 1 1/2",
while Kristina Edgecomh and Christine
Berube placed second and third.
In the 20 pound weight toss UMaine's
Debbie Cox placed first with a throw of41'
3 1/2",as Pinkham and algecomb landed
in the second and third spots to secure the
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sweep.
Estes said he greatly respected BouMilers Morgan E:ash and Kerry Brothers chard's hard nose, tough play, along with
raced to the top spots for the Black Bears, Marty Higgins' work as the floor general
with Eash's winning time standing at 5:33.7 and Derrick Hodge's overall skill.
Carol Beale outjumped the rest of the
"If we've gotta pick a guy who's going to
high
the
in
spot
top
the
UMaine
give
to
field
give us fit'," Estes said,"it's Bouchard."
jump(5'4").
Furman is 14-6 having won 10 of 10
UMaine's Lori Roth's time of 2:45.9 in home games while UMaine is looking to go
the 1000 yard gave her the win just ahead of .500 and improve its 10-11 record."It won't
second place finisher and teammate Cathe- be hard to get up for this game," Higgins
rine Caouette.
said. "A win gets us to .500. We've never
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been .500 this late in the season since I've
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up iv all the hoopla that goes along with first
place and a winning streak, but also said the
team is trying hard to put it all in perspective.
"Yeah, it's hard not to look ahead and
think of being NAC champs," Higgins said.
"We've got to take it one game at a time."
Keeling agreed.
"We've been preaching one game at a
time. We've also been preaching 24 hours to
celebrate or 24 hours to be down and then
get to the work at hand."
UMaine's probable starters are Higgins

Read The Maine Campus.
No one else can do it for you.
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NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
For immediate and future occupancy in 1,
2 and 3 bedroom apartments.

1 Bedroom -- From $339 to $415
2 Bedroom -- From $394 to $482
3 Bedroom -- From $472 to $577
'

Utilities included, children welcome
'To determine eligibility call:

866-4300
An Equal Housing Opportunity
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Furman

(nine points per game), Hodge (14.1 ppg),
Curtis Robertson (6.7 ppg,5.7 rebounds per
game),Tim Dennis(2.9 ppg.)and Bouchard
(12.3 ppg., 5.7 rpg.).
Furman counters with a line-up that
feature all starters averaging double figures.
Tracy Garrick (11.7 ppg.), Bruch Evans
(15.6 ppg., 6.6 rpg.), Derek Waugh (10.8
ppg., 8.1 rpg), Chris Bass (12.4 ppg.), and
Hal Henderson (10.5 ppg.).
Furman's Bass is not all that unfamiliar
to Keeling. While coaching at Marquette
University, Keeling tried to recruit Bass.
"Hescored something like 15 or 20 points
against us (Fla.ss scored 20)," Keeling said.
"After the game he came over and said
'coach,do you rememeber me?' Hopefully
he doesn't have a great game."
Estes, of course, wants a great game
from all his players.
"We're pretty unselfish as you can
probably tell by our scoring stats," Estes
said."We just want to execute well. We'll
have enough problem stopping Higgins and
Hodge."
UMaine has won its last five out of six
games and Keeling said he likes the momentunm that is building.
"We feel like we're on a roll. We were on
a roll when we went to St. Bonaventure and
fell flat on our face," Keeling said.
"This time we want to get better and
come away with a win."

February 11 to 15 is national Condom
Week. Celebrate Safely.

NAVY NURSE
WE GIVE YOU MORE PLACES
TO GO WITH YOUR CAREER
As a Navy nurse, you'll find mar canter riossibilities than you ev
thought passible.
We have nursing positions in our hospitals and station Facilities all
around the world, and we need your expertise.
Of course, you can expext a lot in return.
You'll he part ofa team ofpix fessk)nals - keeping current with slat
of-the-art technology and Facilities and providing your patients
the very best medical treatment available.
You'll get the respect and respnsibility that comes with being a
Navy officer - along with a solid starting salary, generous benefit
including3( daysofpai(Ivacation),and worldwidetravel pmsil .
after an initial U. S. assignment
The Navy also offers you many free opportunities for special
training and advanced education.
So find out more about taking your taxer further. There's n(
)bligation.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL Lt.Pam Foto
11(617)451-4511

Special: Hurricanes $12.00 per bucket

VRIDAY,February 8th

You and the Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.
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play, you get even more worried.
"We have to be ready to compete. Maine
has a good team with four starters returning
and shutting Bouchard down is definitely
the key," Barbre said.
The Lady Cardinals are anchored by
startersBean(9.4 ppg.,3.3 rebounds),Tracie
Mosley (11.8 ppg., 4.7 rpg.), Uirannah
Jackson (8.8 ppg., 5 rpg.), Hatchett and
Jones (8.1 ppg.,6.3 assists).
While Hickey,Jojuana Rogers(6.7 ppg.,
5.2 rpg.),Renee Island(7 ppg.,2.9 rpg.)and
Katrenia Oston (6.4 ppg., 5.4 rpg.) provide
Barbre with a deep bench.
For UMaine, Bouchard sets the pace,
averaging 23 1 ppg., while pulling down
11.4 rebounds per game. She anchors a
frontcourt that includes Tracey Frenette(9.4
ppg.,5.1 rpg.)and Julie Bradstreet(9.3 pr g.,
6.3 rpg., and 3.5 apg.).
First-year point-guard Chris Strong leads

the backcourt averaging 6.3 ppg., while
pulling down 3.8 boards and dishing out 3.1
assists.She isjoined by Carrie Goodhue and
her 9.3 ppg.
The Lady Black Bear record stands at
12-6 overall,6-0 in North Atlantic Conference play.
They return to NAC action this Saturday
as they travel to Boston University for a
return match-up with the Terriers. UMaine
defeated BU earlier this year, 77-49.
The next home game for the Lady Black
Bears is Wednesday,Feb. 14,at 7:30 versus
NAC rival Northeastern at the Bangor Auditorium.
Lady Black Bear Notes:
Next on Bouchard's hit list is the all-time
UMaine scoring record, currently held by
Rufus Harris, who finished his career with
2,206 points.

Winning
squad has actually learned how to win.In the
past, the Black Bears would get themselves
in a position to win a game,only to falter in
the final minutes and come away with a loss.
This year,on several occasions UMaine
has been involved in nail-biters, and more
often than not, came away with the win.
A good example of'canning how to win
was Saturday's game in Durham, N.H.The
University of New Hampshire"guaranteed"
a win,and with four minutes left in the game
and the Wildcats hokiing a four point lead,
it looked like UNH might actually back up
their guarantee.
But UMaine didn't buckle, and when
Hodge stepped up and calmly knocked down
a pair of free throws, the Black Bears had
picked up a win.
One ofthe reasons UNH lost was because
they really don't know how to win a game.
They have lost so many games in the last
five years,they are not trying to win games,
but actually trying not to lose them.

WMEB College Hockey Poll
as of 2/3/91
1. Lake Superior 25-3-4
24-5-3
2. N. Michigan
24-5-3
3. Michigan
24-6-2
4. UMaine
5. Boston College 23-7-0
23-5-4
6. Minnesota
13-5-2
7. Cornell

UMaine on the other hand is at the stage
where it is playing to win and not just not to
lose. These two things may sound alike, but
when you're trying not to lose you play with
a lot less confidence than a team that is
trying to win.
This weekend's game against BU at the
Auditorium will be a real measure as to how
far the Black Bears have come. If UMaine
wins the game, it will have a commanding
lead in the NAC,and even more confidence.
Ifthe Black Bears lose,it will be interesting to see if Keeling's squad can regian its
composure and pull together for the home
stretch of the NAC schedule.

Vaunt,
11:,American Heart Association

We want your face!

20-9-2
8. Wisconsin
9. Boston Univ. 18-9-2
17-6-1
10. Clarkson
19-8-5
Tie Ferris St.
18-8-2
12. UNH
18-12-2
13. North Dakota
17-5-2
14. Providence
13-10-1
15. St. Lawrence

in

"Faces in the Crowd"
The 1991 PRISM Yearbook
Any candids you want to submitGreeks! Dorms! Activities! Parties! People!
-will be returned!

"Jim Needs to Eat
this VVinter" Sale

Call 581-1783 or stop by 3rd floor Memorial Union.

Buy Now and Save Big
Rose Bicycle Winter Hours:
1

from page 13

tiistdo it!

Sun, Mon - Closed
Tues - Fri - 12:00 - 4:00
Sat - 10:00 - 4:00

•

Organizations, Greeks, Societies, Clubs...
The PRISM yearbook has limited space available in this :
year's book. If interested, call 581-1783 or stop by our office:
3rd floor memorial union before February 6. No charge.

36A Main Street
Orono, Me 866-3525

•

JusT Dco IITL

I AVAILABLE FOR RENT FEBRUARY 1St •
•
Hubbard Farms call 884-7464

Organizations., Greeks,
•2 bedroom/one bath
societies, clubs...
•luxurious rental units
include:
'Amenities
1
1
: sky lights, fireplaces, private washers
The PRISM Yearbook has
II and dryers, microwaves, private deck, etc.
limited space available in this
•
1 with 1/2 mile of campus• private I
year's book. If interested, call
•
i
setting
i
i 581-1783 or stop by our office
•
I
$775/month heat included
i
i 3rdfloor Memorial Union
I
a
for
applications
accepting
a Now
a before February 8. No charge.
a
1
semester
Fall
a

'3‘

•

a
1
Free
: First Month Rent
i6..........i.m.............1...........i

II

•

'at

I

e>.

•

4."

.
79

41.

•
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Jackson tells senate of Cutler cuts

•

By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
Due to the election night frenzy, only 20
student senators - six less than needed for a
quorum - attended the weeklysenate meeting
Without a quorum, no official business
can be conducted; so the majority of the
meeting was devoted to Dr. Mark Jackson's director ofstudent health services - presentation of his ideas for handling the budget cuts

nsive fee in order to meet
Last semester out of 12,345 total visits, raise the comprehe
now pay a $128
Students
needs.
Cutler's
2,187 visits were made between the hours
of which
semester
each
fee
nsive
comprehe
cutting.
which Jackson proposes
"We have a problem with keeping the $32 goes to Cutler.
"Everyone pays the comprehensive fee,
place open when we don't need it. Students
three to four thousand students don't use
but
do need a 24-hour facility- maybe in the
they should not have to pay for a
center;
the
open
Cutler
Union- but it is too costly to keep
didn't use," Jackson said.
they
service
guarantee
I
arises,
need
the
if
24 hours,""But
To make the system fair, Jackson proposthat either myself,a nurse,orsomebody would
the students, who use the center, pay
that
be there to take care ofthe student that night," es
of Cutler's services, particularly Xmore
for
Jackson said.
tests. Since Cutlersends Xlabratory
and
rays
includes
which
The infirmary service,
students should at
walk-in and over-night service, would open rays away to be read, the
$12 reading fee,
the
for
le
least be responsib
only on urgent,emergency demands
Jackson.
to
according
Seven part-time nursing positionsand one
Kathy Souza of the New Hampshire
"I want to avoid what usually happens nursing practitioner would be cut
part-time
Right-to-Life Committee said her organizaleave for the summer,and when they
students
with Jackson's proposals.
tion backs the bill.
changed. I want
"Even with the loss of help, the core of return in the fall,things have
"This obviously has hit home with a lot
might be hapwhat
of
aware
be
to
students
still be there," Jackson said.
of people. This is going to be very difficult staff would
said.
Jackson
pening,"
Jackson stressed that he did not want to
to pass, no question about it. But we are
put
hoping some who support abortion will
aside those feelings on this bill," she said.
Claire Ebel,head ofthe New Hampshire
Civil Liberties Union,said the bill is unconstitutional because it seeks to give "personhood"to an unborn fetus who is not protected
under state or federal constitutions.
"This is a particularly easy bill to deal
Nomination forms may he picked up in the Student
with because both case law and common
Activities office of the Memorial Union. Forms are due
law has been, consistent that personhood
no later than 4:30 p.m.Wednesday, February 27, 1991.
can't be conferred onto a fetus," Ebel said.
She said past attempts to prosecute negligent homicide for the death of a fetus have
been unsuccessful.
Peg Dobbie, executive director of the
National Abortion Rights League of New
Hampshire, said she's worried about what
anti-abortion laws this bill would lead to.

at Cutler Health Center.
Jackson proposed ending the present 24hour daily care,ending the infirmary care,and
cutting several nursing positions
If the health center were open from 8.00
am to 8:00 pm Monday through Friday,
without weekend service, the center could
still meet the needs ofthe students,according
to Jackson. Emergency care would still be
provided anytime through an 'on-call' service.

N.H. legislature debates fetus bill
4

CONCORD,N.H.(AP)— A bill allowing New Hampshire to prosecute someone
who causes the death of an unborn child in
a car crash is being hailed by anti-abortion
leaders and panned by abortion rights groups.
The bill would add fetus to the negligent
homicide law,a felony that carries a prison
term of up to seven years.
Two mothers and three unborn children
have died in New Hampshire car crashes in
the past nine months,according to the bill's
sponsor, state Rep. Leo Pepin°
"I sponsored this to give the state some
teeth in prosecuting these negligent drivers
who kill mothers of their unborn children ...
now I find every pro-abortion person is
getting on my back about the bill," he said.
Co-sponsor Shawn Jasper, R-Hudson,
said the bill may split the traditional block of
anti-abortion and pro-choice supporters. He
believes pro-choice legislators will agree
that the state should prosecute someone who
has caused the death of a baby a mother
wanted

Nominations are currently being
accepted
for membership in the
All Maine Women Honor Society.

All Maine Women is an honor society that recognizes
achievements in the areas ofleadership,service to the
University ofMaine,exemplary character, dignity,
Maine spirit and IF,cholarship.

Oft'
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Y IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER!
THE YOUNG LOVERS WHO ARE SHORT OF
CASH THIS VALENTINES SEASON,
THE MAINE CAMPUS
WILL OFFER SPECIAL RATES FOR VALENTINES DAY
PERSONALS:

500 PER LINE
THE BASEMENT OF LORD HALL
CALL THE AD DEPT AT #1273 OR STOP BY
FOR A PERSONALS INSERTION ORDER

11.

